LANGUAGE MEMORY MATCH

ACTIVITY GUIDE
**Contents:**

27.5” x 20.5” Pocket Chart
- Grommets to hang from a pocket chart stand
- Magnets to hang on a magnetic board
- 8 Storage Pockets (4 on front, 4 on back)

160 Self-Checking Cards
- 20 Opposites
- 20 Uppercase and Lowercase
- 20 CVC Words
- 20 Beginning Letters
- 20 Parts of Speech
- 20 Blends
- 20 Rhyming
- 20 Contractions

Language Memory Match incorporates important language topics together in one exciting game! This versatile game allows one person to play alone or the whole class can play together! The pocket chart can hang on a pocket chart stand or use the magnets to hang on a magnetic board. Players will sharpen language skills by using their memory to make a match!

Eight different games can be played with the eight card sets included. Each set is color-coded for easy organization. Use one set of cards for each game.

**Set-up:**
Place the card sets in appropriate pockets on the chart. The cards will match the color on the pockets for easy set-up.
**How to Play:**

1. Decide which topic to play with.
2. Place all the cards in the clear pockets with “Language Memory Match” facing out.
3. One by one each player or team will flip two cards over and try to make a match. After flipping a card, make sure players place the cards back in the pocket so the whole group can see.
4. Use the self-checking icons to see if the cards are a match.
5. If a match is made, players keep the cards. It is now the player’s or team’s turn.
6. Keep playing until all the matches have been made.

**How to Win:**
The player or team with the most matches wins!

For a longer game, play again with another topic and add your total matches.
Look for these other products from Learning Resources®:

LER 0383  Math Marks the Spot™
LER 2981  Time Activity Mat
LER 6907  Alpha-Bug Step ‘n’ Spell®